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The representation theorems of expected utility theory show that having certain types
of preferences is both necessary and sufficient for being representable as having subjective probabilities. However, unless the expected utility framework is simply assumed,
such preferences are also consistent with being representable as having degrees of belief
that do not obey the laws of probability. This fact shows that being representable as
having subjective probabilities is not necessarily the same as having subjective probabilities. Probabilism can be defended on the basis of the representation theorems only
if attributions of degrees of belief are understood either antirealistically or purely qualitatively, or if the representation theorems are supplemented by arguments based on
other considerations (simplicity, consilience, and so on) that single out the representation of a person as having subjective probabilities as the only true representation of
the mental state of any person whose preferences conform to the axioms of expected
utility theory.

I. Introduction. Probabilists maintain that belief comes in degrees, and
that (ideally) rational people have degrees of belief that conform to the
laws of probability and so can be referred to properly as subjective puobabilities. These two theses constitute the fundamental synchronic claims
of probabilism. They are typically supplemented by various diachronic
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theses detailing how subjective probabilities should be updated as new
information is acquired.'
Over the years, a large variety of arguments have been put forward for
One long-popular class of arguments-Dutch book arguprobabili~m.~
ments-have increasingly fallen into disfavor after enduring a great deal
of criticism.' Many probabilists today regard Dutch book arguments only
as useful illustrations or dramatizations of deeper truths about rational
preference, truths stated more precisely by the representation theorems of
axiomatic expected utility theory, upon which the case for probabilism is
supposed to be properly grounded.
2. Representation Theorems as the Basis for an Argument for Probabilism.
In broad terms, a representation theorem shows that if a preference ordering has certain formal properties, then it is possible to define a certain
type of real-valued function R that reproduces or "n~irrors"that ordering,
in the following sense.
Representation: A > B e R(A) > R(B)
Here A and B are the objects of preference-e.g., acts, propositions, probability distributions on an outcome space (lottery acts), etc., depending on
the theory-and "A > B" means "A is strictly preferred to B." Following
Savage (1954), we will think here of A and B as acts, conceived of as
functions from possible states of the world s, to outcomes 0,. If the representing function R can be expressed in the form C,p(s,)u(o,), where p is
a probability function defined on the Boolean algebra generated by {s,)
(the algebra consisting of events E, which are sets of states of the world)
and u is a utility function defined on {o,},it is an expected utility function.
There are several representation theorems for expected utility, each based
on a slightly different set of axioms for preference, as well as a number of
alternative non-expected utilitjr representation theorem^.^
An argument for probabilism based on a representation theorem goes
as follows. First, it is argued that certain axioms for preference in expected
utility theory describe properties that hold of all rational preference. These
1. An excellent discussion of the various methods for updating subjective probabilities
can be found in Jeffrey 1988.
2. Howson and Urbach (1989) and Earman (1992) survey and discuss many of these
arguments.
3. Dutch book arguments were first stated explicitly by Ramsey (1926) and de Finetti
(1937). Recent examples of probabilists who have questioned traditional Dutch book
arguments include Maher (1993) and Kaplan (1996).
4. See Fishburn 1981, 1982 for a survey of expected utility theories, and Fishburn 1988
for a survey of alternatives to expected utility theory.
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axioms vary somewhat from theory to theory, but all expected utility theories require certain things, such as that preferences be asymmetric, transitive, and that they have a property con~n~only
referred to as independ e n ~ eOther
. ~ axioms (such as the various continuity or convexity axioms)
are typically added to ensure the existence of a real-valued, continuous
representation. These latter axioms are not usually defended as rationality
axioms per se, but as technical necessities. They require that a person's
preferences be extremely and arguably unrealistically rich and extensive.
Probabilists often deal with these technical axioms by arguing that rationality requires only that one's preferences be embeddable in a continuous
(or convex) set of preferences of the sort assumed by the representation
Preferences that violate the axioms aptly regarded as rationtheoren~s.~
ality conditions (such as asymmetry, transitivity, and independence) are
not so embeddable. The second step of the argument is an appeal to the
representation theorems, which as purely n~athen~atical
theorems are beyond question. This stage of the argument involves the descriptive assumption, which we will examine in detail in what follows, that a person
whose preferences conform to the specific rationality axioms assumed by
the representation theorem really has values that can be measured by the
utility f~~nctions
defined by the representation, and degrees of belief similarly defined that conform to the laws of probability, which are as follows:
Nonnegativity. p(E) 2 0 for all events E.
Normality. p(S) = 1, where S is the necessary event (the set of all
possible states of the world).
Additivity. p(El U E,) = p(El) + p(E,) if El and E, are mutually
exclusive events (E, n E, = 0).
There are two preliminary comments I would like to make about this
framework before we begin our main discussion. First, even when a person's preferences conform to all the axioms of expected utility theory,
including the continuity (or convexity) axioms, there will not in general
be only one probability-utility function pair that represents the person's
preferences. For example, in Savage's (1954) system, the probability function p is unique (given the conventional choice of a 0-to-1 scale for probabilities) but the utility function u is "unique" only up to a positive linear
transformation. The probability function combined with arzy of these utility functions according to the forn~ulaC,p(s,)u(o,)will produce a function
that represents (n~irrorsthe order of) the person's preferences; thus, any
two of these probability-utility function pairs, when combined according
5. Since the work of Allais (1952), independence axioms have been a primary target for
those wishing to criticize the normative appropriateness of expected utility theory.
6. See, e.g., Skyrms 1984, 1987.
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to the expected utility formula, produce ordinally equivalent representations of those preferences. The different utility functions can be regarded
as distinct but equally valid scales for measuring subjective value, just as
the Fahrenheit, Celsius, and Kelvin scales provide equally valid ways of
measuring temperature.' In Jeffrey's (1983) system, the probability function is forced to be unique (even given the choice of a 0-to-1 scale) only if
the utilities are unbounded above and below. In other cases, a number of
probability functions will represent the person's degrees of belief equally
well, even though the person has an extremely rich and extensive set of
preferences (defined, in Jeffrey's system, on an "atomless" Boolean algebra of propositions from which the impossible proposition has been rem o ~ e d )Moreover,
.~
if a person's preferences are not as extensive as the
representation theorems assume, but can be embedded in (extended to) a
structure that conforms to the axioms assumed by those theorems, there
will be a correspondingly larger class of probability-utility function pairs
that can represent (reproduce the order of) the person's preferences. Sec7. Subjective utility functions as defined by the representation theorems and the temperature scales in common use (Kelvin, Celsius, Fahrenheit, etc.) are similar in that
each forms a class with the property that every member of the class is a linear transformation of any another member. This feature is part of what makes utility a cardinal
measure of degree of subjective value, as opposed to a mere ordinal representation of
a value ranking. An ordinal representation O simply reproduces an ordering, so that
one cannot interpret the fact that, say, O(x) is twice as great as O(y) as meaning that
x has twice the amount of some property P than y. The higher number represents a
higher ranking in the ordering, and nothing more. A cardinal measure, by contrast,
represents degrees of strength or intensity in addition to order. One invariant property
of the different temperature scales commonly used is ratios of differences between temperatures [(t, - t,)i(t, - t,)], which remain unchanged with a change of scale. Thus, while
we cannot sensibly say that 200" F is "twice as hot" as 100" F, since the corresponding
relationship does not hold if we switch to the Kelvin scale, we can say that the difference
in temperature between 200" F and 100" F is twice as great as the difference between
100" F and 50" F, since this ratio will remain the same if we switch to the Celsius or
Kelvin scales. That ratios of temperature differences are invariant is implied by the fact
that the various temperature scales transform linearly into one another. Hence, (cardinal) utilities also have this property.
8. It is worth mentioning that in Jeffrey's system, utilities (which he calls desirabilities)
are related to each other by fractional linear transformations. Specifically, where des and
DES are two desirability functions that represent a person's values, then DES(X) =
[a des(X) + b]i[c des(X) + dl, for all X and some a, b, c, d such that ad - bc > 0,
c des(X) + d > 0, and c des(T) + d = 1, T being the necessary proposition. When
desirabilities are unbounded both above and below, this forces c = 0 and d = 1, so
that the fractional linear transformations reduce to simple linear transformations. Similarly, for all propositions X, if PROB and prob are two probability functions that
represent the person's degrees of belief, then PROB(X) = prob(X)[c des(X) - dl,
implying that PROB(X) = prob(X) (the probability function is unique) only when c
can only be 0, which occurs when and only when desirabilities are unbounded both
above and below. See Jeffrey 1983, Ch. 6, for further discussion.
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ond, it is important to emphasize that it is not just the probability-utility
function pair that represents the person's preferences: it is the pair in conjunction with a method (mathematical expectation, as embodied in the
formula C,p(s,)u(o,)) for combining the elements of the pair into a representing function. Thus, a representation theorem defines tlzree things that
let us "represent" someone's preferences: (1) a probability function or
class of such functions, (2) a corresponding class of utility functions (typically unique up to a positive linear transformation), and (3) a method,
mathematical expectation, for combining (1) and (2) to n~irror(reproduce
the order of) the preference an king.^
3. Representation Theorems and Realism about Degrees of Belief. An important descriptive question arises whether being representable as having
certain degrees of belief, as described by a probability function p, is sufficient for really having those degrees of belief. One thing that is clear from
the above discussion is that it is not, at least not in the simple formulation
just stated. For if someone's degrees of belief can be represented by more
than one probability function-which would occur if that person's preferences were not as extensive as the representation theorems assume, or if
(in Jeffrey's system) his or her utilities were bounded either above or below-it would be wrong to say that any specific one of those functions
describes that person's "real" degrees of belief. In such cases, most probabilists would grant that the person should be regarded as having vague
or irzdetermiizate (interval-valued) degrees of belief. Van Fraassen (1984,
1989) refers to the class of probability functions that are consistent with
all of someone's probabilistic judgments as that person's representor.
What is true of the person's opinion is what all of the probability f~~nctions
in the person's representor have in common.1° Epistemic rationality on
van Fraassen's approach requires only that a person's representor be nonempty. Probabilists who prefer a more pragmatic, explicitly decision9. I should note that in this essay I am assuming (as do the representation theorems)
that the preference ordering is known. A substantive interpretive question exists concerning what facts determine the "right" preference orderings to attribute to a person.
In particular, Hurley (1989) and Broome (1991) consider the question of whether purely
formal conditions on preference such as transitivity and independence could by themselves constrain preferences at all, either descriptively or normatively, given that one
can seemingly explain away any apparent violation of these conditions by redescribing
the objects of preference in a more fine-grained way. Both Hurley and Broome argue
that formal conditions are empty in the absence of substantive constraints that require
agents to be indifferent between certain distinct options. Not any difference ought to
make a difference to one's preferences.
10. There are a few exceptions to this-e.g., all of the probability functions in someone's
representor are precise, but the person's opinion will not be precise if there is more than
one function in the representor.
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theoretic approach to opinion can also allow for vague degrees of belief.
If there is more than one probability function in the class of probabilityutility function pairs, each of which represents a person's preferences, then
in analogy with van Fraassen's notion of a representor, what should be
seriously and realistically attributed to the person's opinions and values
will be what all such probability-utility pairs that represent the person's
preferences have in common, and no more. This sort of limited indeterminacy is perfectly consistent with the spirit of the representation theorems, most of which, as we have seen, define utility only up to a positive
linear transformation, anyway, and some of which (Jeffrey's theory) do
not define a unique probability function even for certain highly idealized,
rich preference structures."
It is evident from this that the problem some nonprobabilists have with
the notion of subjective probabilities and utilities-namely, that they find
it difficult to conceive seriously and realistically of people as having "numbers in the head" and as somehow (unconsciously?) calculating with those
numbers when reasoning-is somewhat misplaced. The representational
approach outlined above makes it clear that probabilists needn't be committed to a nai've "numbers in the head" account of opinion and reasoning. Probabilists can say that what is literally true of a person's opinionwhat should be understood seriously and realistically in our attributions
of degrees of belief to that person-are not the particular numbers, but
the properties that are common to all probability functions that appear
in at least one expected utility representation of his or her preferences.
This would presumably include the properties described in the axioms of
probability (nonnegativity, normality, additivity), the property of one's
(vague) degrees of belief for propositions or events being certain intervalsL2
(which for some propositions or events could be a closed interval [x, x],
in which case probabilities for those propositions or events would be

11. I should note a difference between the type of "indeterminacy" in probabilities
allowed by Jeffrey's theory and the indeterminacy due to vague probabilities in other
contexts. In Jeffrey's theory, the admissible probability functions can be transformed
(with the desirability functions) into one another without making a difference to the
person's (fully defined) preferences, so they are best considered different probability
scales. When a person's probabilities are vague in a framework like Savage's, however,
the case is different: the person's preferences cannot be fully defined, else the probability
function would be uniquely determined. (My thanks to Isaac Levi for pointing this out
to me.)
12. This formulation means that the person's vague subjective probability for a proposition or event is not really anywhere within the assigned interval, but is to beidentified
with that interval or understood as being "spread across" it. Thus, it does not mean
that the person's "real" subjective probability for a proposition or event is sharp, and
it is simply "unknown" where in a certain interval it lies.
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sharp), and the particular ordinal relationships between propositions or
events ranked as more or less probable.
To sum up, representation theorems in expected utility theory, properly
understood, show the following with respect to degrees of belief.
Representability. If a person's preferences obey the axioms of expected
utility theory, then he or she can be represented as having degrees of
belief that obey the laws of the probability calculus.
If we make the following two assumptions
The Rationality Condition. The axioms of expected utility theory are the
axioms of rational preference.
The Reality Condition. If a person can be represented as having degrees
of belief that obey the probability calculus, then the person really has
degrees of belief (possibly vague, if there is more than one such representation) that obey the laws of the probability calculus.
the statement below follows.
Thesis I: If a person's preferences obey the axioms of rational preference, then the person has (possibly vague) degrees of belief that obey
the laws of the probability calculus.
This logically implies (via contraposition) the following thesis.
Thesis 2: If a person does not have (possibly vague) degrees of belief
that obey the laws of the probability calculus, then that person violates at least one of the axioms of rational preference.
Thus, granting the Rationality and Reality Conditions, the representation
theorems can be used to provide an argument for probabilism: having
degrees of belief that conform to the laws of probability is required if one
is to have rational preferences. This means that progress toward defending
probabilism can be made by defending the axioms of expected utility theory as axioms of rational preference.13 In what follows, however, I will
concentrate not on this, the Rationality Condition, but on the Reality
Condition.
4. The Problem of Alternative Representations of Rational Preferences. Let
us suppose we have two friends, Leonard and Maurice. Leonard claims
to have subjective probabilities. His preferences obey the axioms of expected utility theory, and so he claims (in line with the Reality Condition
13. See Maher 1993 for an excellent recent defense of probabilism along these lines.
Also of interest is Broome 1991.
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According to Maurice, he maximizes a quantity he calls valuation, which
compensates for his having non-additive degrees of belief.

Valuation. The valuation V(A) of an act A is defined as C,(b(s,)u(o,)~(0,)).
Now, to make the story short, it just so happens that Maurice has the
same utility function as Leonard, and that his degree of belief function
b(s,) is related linearly to Leonard's probability function p(s,) as follows:
b(s,) = 9p(s,)
1. (The reader can verify that this is consistent with the
axioms for believability rankings just stated. In particular, the linear transformation of p embodied by b is not additive but is subadditive in the
manner defined above.14) Given this, it follows that V(A) is equal to
9Xp(s,)u(o,). Therefore, since the following is true

+

it follows that

and therefore that
A >B

0V(A)

> V(B).

In other words, Maurice and Leonard have the very same preference rankings, even though we can represent Maurice as having degrees of belief
that do not obey the laws of probability!
Now the descriptive question we were concerned with earlier arises
again: what fact of the matter, if any, determines that Maurice really does
not have degrees of belief that obey the laws of probability and that Leonard reall)) does? It is clear from the argument above that their preferences
cannot by themselves do the job, for Leonard and Maurice have the same
preferences. The fact that they can both be representedas having subjective
probabilities (degrees of belief that obey the laws of probability) does not
by itself settle the issue, either, for they can also both be represented as
having degrees of belief that do not obey the laws of probability. This
means that, as far as their state of opinion goes, representability is not
enough to determine what their degrees of belief really are, or even what
formal properties they have (e.g., whether they are additive or subadditive). To look at this situation from another (normative) angle, if we grant
14. Some readers may be inclined, based on an analogy with utility and temperature
(see fn. 7), to argue that b is essentially a probability scale, since it is a linear transformation of one. I think that the violation of the additivity axiom shows that it is not,
though b is certainly a function of a type that includes probability functions. I will
discuss this point further in the next section.
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that Maurice's self-description is correct and that he does have degrees of
belief (namely, his believability rankings) that violate the laws of probability, we must also admit that this does him no practical harm, since his
preferences (defined by valuation rather than the expectation of utility)
are the same as Leonard's. This means that we cannot argue the normative
point that Maurice ought to have degrees of belief that obey the laws of
probability on the grounds that otherwise he will violate one of the axioms
of rational preference! Thus, if we take Maurice's self-characterization at
face value, we seem to have no am~nunitionto convince him to adopt
degrees of belief that conform to the laws of probability. Maurice seems
to be saying, with some plausibility, "The laws of rational preference do
not dictate that my degrees of belief obey the laws of probability. If a
person's degrees of belief violate one of the laws of probability as you have
stated them, but the method by which his degrees of belief combine with
utilities to form preferences differs appropriately from the standard way
of doing things, he will not necessarily violate the laws of rational preference. Certainly I do not."

5. Realisms and Antirealisms about Degrees of Belief: The problem that the
case of Maurice and Leonard presents to the probabilist who bases the
case for probabilism on the representation theorems is similar in many
ways to the problems that empirically equivalent theories pose for the
scientific realist. Just as even the best evidence may logically underdetermine the choice between two scientific theories, a preference ordering may
not be representable in only one way. This throws the Reality Condition
into question, and with it the argument for probabilism based on the representation theorems outlined above. Opponents of probabilism may be
inclined to interpret this situation as an indication that the representation
theorems cannot provide a foundation for probabilism. For, it might be
argued, the representation theorems can provide a reason to have degrees
of belief that obey the laws of probability only if a person cannot both
have degrees of belief that fail to conform to the laws of probability and
preferences that conform to the axioms of rational preference. Maurice's
self-ascribed believability rankings show that this is not the case. However,
as a (moderate) probabilist myself,15 I think that it would be hasty to
conclude that the representation theorems cannot play a role in justifying
probabilism, though of course the argument for probabilism based on the
representation theorems outlined above will require some supplementation or reinterpretation. In what follows, I will discuss the implications of
the case of Maurice for the probabilist. The discussion will focus on the
Reality Condition. How can we decide which representation of Maurice's
15. See, e.g., Zynda 1996.
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degrees of belief is "true"? Does Maurice really have subjective probabilities, despite his claims, or does he not?
Before we can fruitfully address this question, it is important to clarify
the ontological stances it is possible to take toward degrees of belief, utilities, and their relationships to one another and to preference. First, there
is the position I will call eliminati~lism,which holds that entities such as
degrees of belief and utilities are psychologically unreal and that we should
not make use of them in our theories, whether they be in epistemology,
philosophy of mind, or philosophy of science. The second view, which I
will refer to as antirealism, holds that these entities can be used legitimately
to devise a formal theory that validates a certain class of decisions as
rational, but that the theoretical entities (degrees of belief and utilities) in
such a theory should not or at least need not be taken seriously as referring
to psychologically real states. It is enough for the purposes of the antirealist that a rational person behaves as f h e or she has subjective probabilities and utilities and chooses acts by maximizing expected utility. The
third view, which I will refer to as weak realisiv, holds that degrees of
belief and utilities can be truly and justifiably attributed to people as describing aspects of their psychological states, but that degrees of belief,
utilities, and preferences should not be thought of as independently existing, interacting mental states. Rather, preferences are ontologically primary, and degrees of belief and utilities are defined by logical construction
from preferencesL6Finally, there is the view I will call strong realisiv,
16. The positions most closely matching what I call weak realism are the various interpretive theories of subjective probability and utility, e.g., those espoused by Hurley
(1989) and Maher (1993). The idea is that we attribute to a person the preferences that
make sense of his or her behavior, in the sense of rationalizing it as well as can be done.
As Maher (1993, 9) puts it, "an attribution of probabilities and utilities is correct just
in case it is part of an overall interpretation of the person's preferences that makes
sufficiently good sense of them and better sense than any other competing interpretation
does . . . . For present purposes, it will suffice to assert that if a person's preferences all
maximize expected utility relative to some p and u, then it provides a perfect interpretation of the person's preferences to say that p and u are the person's probability and
utility functions." Thus, conformance to the preference axioms of expected utility theory is asserted to be a (defeasible) constraint on the attribution of preferences. The
attribution of subjective probabilities and utilities is "correct" (presumably, true) when
the preferences attributed (under the best interpretation) conform to the expected utility
axioms. However, these probabilities and utilities needn't be thought of as explicitly or
consciously represented, rather they are "essentially a device for interpreting a person's
preferences."
It is important to note that Hurley and Maher, and other authors who consider
similar issues, such as Broome (1991), are mostly concerned with non-expected utility
theories and how expected utility theories can be defended against them. Their arguments focus on showing that a rational agent's preferences ought to conform to the
axioms of expected utility theory (what I call the Rationality Condition). They assume
that, if the preferences do so, the attribution of subjective probabilities and utilities is
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which conceives of degrees of belief, utilities, and preferences as independently existing, interacting mental states. A person forms degrees of belief
and utilities with respect to certain states and outcomes, and then combines these to form preferences. On this view, expected utility theory is a
hypothesis about how distinct psychological states interact (degrees of
belief and utilities combine to form preferences), and it also provides normative constraints on how these entities ought to be structured (degrees
of belief ought to be probabilities) and interact (one should use one's
degrees of belief and utilities to define the expectation of utility, and act
to maximize expected utility)."
That said, let us turn to a careful examination of the differences between
Maurice and Leonard. If we are only concerned with Maurice and Leonard
as "black boxes," where all that is important is the overall function (map
from acts A to numbers representing those acts' choiceworthiness) they
compute in forming their preferences, then we have the situation illustrated in Figure 1. In this figure, Leonard is represented by the top box,
and Maurice by the bottom box. Now, if this figure captures all that is important to Leonard's and Maurice's mental states, it would seem that there
is nothing substantive that distinguishes them. To see this, note that
V(A) is a very simple order-preserving transformation of EU. In other
words, V just is an expected utility function, since multiplying an expected
utility function by a positive constant produces another expected utility
function. One can express V(A) in the form Cp(s,)u"(o,), where u*(o,) =
then justified and "correct" (the Reality Condition). It is the latter assumption with
which the present paper is concerned. Because these authors do not deal with the precise
issue considered here, it is possible (even though it seems closest to their views as expressed above) they would not endorse what I call "weak realism." Even if they would,
it is possible they might accept only the view that degrees of belief, utilities, and preferences are not "independently existing, interacting mental states" without the further
characterization (which I make) that degrees of belief and utilities are "defined by
logical construction" from preferences. (My thanks to an anonymous referee for this
latter point.)
17. Harman's "con~binatorialexplosion" argument (1986, Ch. 3) is aimed at a strongly
realistic version of probabilism that assumes that subjective probabilities are explicitly
represented and transformed (e.g., via conditioning and other updating rules) in a manner similar to our (external) explicit calculations with probabilities. His argument is
that reasoning cannot be based on explicitly represented subjective probabilities, since
that would be computationally intractable. He later (104-105) uses this conclusion as
part of an argument that expected utility theory cannot provide an account of our
(explicit) practical reasoning.
A great deal of work in artificial intelligence is concerned with with showing how
implementation of probabilistic and uncertain reasoning of various sorts is possible.
See, e.g., Pearl 1988 and Pearl and Shafer 1990. Such models, however, do not always
aim at psychological realism (i.e., they are not typically intended as models of actual
psychological processes).
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9u(o,). Thus, if one is inclined to deny the independent reality of Maurice's
degrees of belief and utilities or their status as interacting mental statesif all that matters is the overall function they compute (EU or V)-one
might have a case for arguing that there is no substantial difference between him and Leonard.Is
This is not, however, the only way of thinking about Leonard and
Maurice. For example, if one thinks about Maurice's and Leonard's selfdescriptions in a strongly realistic sense as describing features of certain
interacting and independently existing cognitive states and processes, it is
clear that their self-descriptions are distinct even though the overall functions they compute are not significantly different. On this way of thinking,
it is important to open the black boxes and see what's inside, as illustrated
in Figure 2. In the two diagrams in this figure, we think of Leonard (top)
and Maurice (bottom) as each having three "modules," a degree of belief
module (m,), a utility module (m,), and a module for combining the two
to form preferences (the module at the left, which we can designate m,).19
Now, looking at things this way it is clear that valuation and expected
utility are mathematically distinct, since the formulas in the two left boxes
are. One could not for instance replace the believability ranking module
in the lower diagram with a probability module, leaving the valuation
module to the far left intact, without producing obviously irrational preference~.'~
Calculating valuation is different from calculating expected util18. In fact, since EU represents a certain preference ordering, then any other function
that represents the same ordering will have to be an order-preserving transformation
of EU. (My thanks to Michael Kinyon for this obscrvation.)
19. The module desigtiations (m,, In2, m;) represent place in the lnodular design and
the input-output connections associated with that place, not the particular internal
function con~putedby the n~odulesplaced there.
20. For example, using the valuation formula to determine preferences with aprobability
function substituted for the believability ranking would result in preferences that violate
dominance. Suppose that there are two equiprobable cases, p and not-p, so that each gets
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Figure 2.

ity, even if the results with certain sorts of input rank acts the same way.
If someone were to program one computer with the top modular design
(like Leonard), and another computer with the bottom modular design
(like Maurice, as self-described), the two computers would have to have
different programs, and would consequently go through a different sequence of internal states in making a decision. Therefore, for those inclined
toward strong realism, there is a fact of the matter about whether Maurice
is truly described by the top or bottom diagram of Figure 2 (or something
else altogether). The strong realist has to decide between these two inodels
based solely on considerations relevant to their truth. The problem for the
strong realist is that Maurice's preferences and the Reality Condition cannot by themselves determine which is the correct choice.
Thus, the case of Leonard and Maurice does raise significant problems
for the probabilist who (1) wants be a strong realist about degrees of belief,
utilities, and expected utility maxiinization as independently existing, inprobability 112, and there are two acts, A and B. A has an outcome with utility 5 if p, and
an outcome with utility 2 if not-p. B has an outcome with utility 4 if p, and an outcome
with utility 1 if not-p. A is obviously the dominant act. However, using the probabilities
just stated in the valuation formula results in V(A) = ((5 x 112) 5) ((2 x 112) - 2)
= - 3.5 and V(B) = ((4 x 112) - 4)
((1 x 112) - 1) = -2.5, giving B the higher
valuation. Using the believability ranking 5.5 for p and not-p, by contrast, preserves
dominance.

+
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+
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teracting states and processes and (2) bases his or her defense of probabilism solely on the representation theorems. By contrast, an antirealist
about these entities-one who thinks of degrees of belief, utilities, and
expected utility maximization merely as convenient representations of the
overall behavior of an unopened "black boxn-could make a choice between modeling Maurice as having subjective probabilities (or believability rankings) on conventional or pragmatic grounds. For example, if the
antirealist is an instrumentalist, and regards putative mental states such
as degrees of belief as useful fictions only, then the choice between the two
descriptions of Maurice's degrees of belief can be justified on grounds of
theoretical convenience, such as the adoption of a purely conventional
definition of Maurice's degrees of belief as what is common to all probability functions that can represent his preferences in the usual manner
found in expected utility theory. Upon adopting this convention, we can
attribute to Maurice the function p(s,) as found in the top box of Figure
2. On this view, attributions to an agent of specific degrees of belief, utilities, and their relationship to one another and to preference are relative
to a theoretical framework, of which we can only use one at a time, on
pain of internal inconsistency within our framework, but there is for an
instrumentalist no serious ontological issue to settle in adopting one set
of useful fictions over another. If the probabilist is an antirealist of the
constructive sort, and thinks of probabilist models of opinion as possibly
true or false descriptions of what's "in the head" at some level of description but is agnostic on principle about which is true, the choice between
which of the two frameworks to acceptz1 can be justified on pragmatic
grounds, such as the usefulness of the fralnework to the theorizer, its
scope, fruitfulness, simplicity, elegance, and formal tractability, and its
similarity to theoretical frameworks already in use.2z For the antirealist,
who is only concerned with "saving the phenomena" (here, the preference
orderings regarded as rational are the "phenomena"), representability is
enough; one needn't worry about principles such as the Reality Condition.
Adopting an antirealistic stance toward degree of belief and utility
would definitely allow a probabilist to continue to defend usilzg the framework of expected utility and subjective probability and so avoid being
pushed into the eliminativist camp. However, I suspect that many prob21. The term "accept" here should be understood in a manner similar to the notion of
acceptance in van Fraassen's version of scientific antirealism, known as constructive
empiricism, in which one "accepts" a theory by believing it to be empirically adequate
and committing oneself to reason and speak within the framework provided by the
theory (van Fraassen 1980). Here mirroring a preference ranking plays the role of
empirical adequacy.
22. Antirealists such as van Fraassen hold that these qualities are reasons to use a theory
(hence the label "pragmatic"), but are evidentially irrelevant to a theory's truth.
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abilists wishing to remain realists of some sort about degrees of belief and
utilities will find the antirealist "solution" to the problem of Maurice unsatisfactory. After all, both the eliminativist and the antirealist refuse to
commit themselves to the literal truth of existence claims about degrees of
belief and utilities. For the realistically inclined, a probabilist of the antirealistic sort may talk like a probabilist but he or she is really a wolf
(eliminativist) in sheep's clothing. But what basis does a probabilist have
to be a realist about these entities in light of Maurice's alternative representation of his mental states, as illustrated in the bottom diagram of
Figure 2?
6. Options for the Realist. The case of Maurice and Leonard highlights
the tight connection between the descriptive and normative aspects of the
concepts of degree of belief, utility, and preference. At issue between Leonard and Maurice is the normative question of whether a person can violate
the laws of probability without violating the laws of rational preference.
This in turn depends on the descriptive issue of exactly which degrees of
belief, utilities, and method of combining the two can be justifiably attributed to them. The fact that the normative and descriptive aspects of this
issue are so closely intertwined creates difficulties for the realist. Before
we return to our discussion of the problelns facing the strong realist, let
us turn to weak realism, which we have not yet discussed, and see if the
same problems affect this position as affected strong realism. The weak
realist, you recall, holds that preferences are ontologically primary, and
that degrees of belief and utilities are logical constructions from preferences. Thus, unlike the strong realist, the weak realist is essentially a reductionist about degrees of belief and utilities. According to weak realism,
degrees of belief and utilities are real but have no existence independent
from preferences. To use an analogy due to Daniel Dennett, for the weak
realist, degrees of belief and utilities are "real" in the same sense that
centers of gravity are real: centers of gravity are precisely defined by the
mass distribution of a body, and claims about centers of gravity can be
judged true or false based on information about ontologically prior entities (particle masses and positions) and well-defined rules (a mathematical
formula for calculating what the center of gravity of an object is from
these particle masses and positions). However, a center of gravity is not a
further component or non-reducible property of the body. So, the weak
realist's claim is essentially that degrees of belief and utilities are abstrncta
(logical constructions from a person's preferences) rather than illata (independently existing components of a person's overall mental state or
cognitive decision-making s y ~ t e m ) .If
~ ?we adopt this view, then we seem23. For further discussion, see the essays in Dennett 1987, 1998. I d o not claim here
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ingly only have the task of giving a precise definition of terms such as
"degree of belief' and "utility7' by logical construction from the person's
preference ranking. This is seemingly less than what would be required of
the strong realist. To this end, might not a weak realist simply take the
view that Maurice and Leonard (and people in general) are "black boxes"
as portrayed in Figure 1, since the ontologically basic items (preferences)
are fully represented by the functions EU and V present in that figure
(both of which are expected utility functions and so can be expressed in
the form Cp(s,)u(o,)), and simply postulate that if a person's preferences
obey the axioms of expected utility theory, then his or her degrees of belief
are bj) definition the subjective probabilities (vague, if necessary) as defined
by the standard representation theorems?
Unfortunately, if we do so, then we cannot give an independent defense
of the standard definition of degree of belief (and of the normative requirement that degrees of belief be subjective probabilities) against Maurice's objections, since we have simply by fiat eliminated his proposed
alternative. Maurice can legitimately object to our doing so, since our
postulation is not an innocent stipulative definition (as it would be if we
defined a person's "splork" toward a proposition as the probability provided by the standard representation theorem, in which case a person
might have botlz a "splork" and a "believability ranking" as Maurice defines it), but a theoretical definition, in that postulating it simply asszlrnes
the standard method of defining degrees of belief within expected utility
theory over Maurice's proposed alternative. His proposal is that we decolnpose the function V (or EU) into two component functions b and u,
combined according to his "valuation" formula C,(b(s,)u(o,)- u(o,)), and
take b (which obeys his alternative axioms, including subadditivity) to
represent his degrees of belief. It doesn't address his proposal to say that
we can express V (or EU) in the form Cp(s,)u(o,) and take p to measure
his degrees of belief. That is a counterproposal, to be sure, but simply
offering a counterproposal doesn't by itself say tvhy we shouldn't do things
Maurice's way. Now, the concept of degree of belief is to a large extent a
pre-theoretical notion, which for its initial intuitive appeal draws on the
familiarity and usefulness of folk psychological categories such as belief
and confidence. We can explicate this pre-theoretical notion by giving a
precise definition within the framework of a formal theory, such as stanthat Dennett's much-discussed distinction between abstracta and illata is crystal clear,
nor do I claim that it will necessarily be of comfort to all probabilists who wish to be
realists about degrees of belief. The reason for this is that Dennett has been accused of
being an instrumentalist about belief and desire, on the grounds that abstracta as he
defines them would not be literally real, a charge Dennett has consistently denied. In
my view (though I will not argue it here), the abstractalillata distinction has some
usefulness in deflecting the charge of instrumentalism.
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dard expected utility theory, but the appropriateness of any such definition
and the precise conception of degree of belief that it entails stands or falls
with the theory. Hence, we cannot defelzd the standard approach by appealing to such a definition. Another reason we should not simply identify
the concept of degree of belief with the specific definition in standard
expected utility theory is that we can make sense of people having degrees
of belief when their preferences do not obey the axioms of expected utility
theory, and even sometimes give precise definitions of those degrees of
belief.2"f their degrees of belief are just defined to be what is common to
all subjective probabilities that occur in some expected utility representation of their preferences, then such people would have no degrees of
belief, since no expected utility representation of their preferences exists.25
Therefore, since Maurice and Leonard are putting forward different theoretical developments of a pre-theoretical notion, the only way to decide
between them is to compare their proposals directly. We cannot simply
postulate that Maurice is wrong.
That said, a probabilist who wants to be a weak realist must either
argue (1) that Maurice's definition of his degrees of belief is inferior to the
standard one, or (2) that it is not significantly different from the standard
one in those respects that are important to attributing degree of belief. Let
us begin by examining strategy (1). Since the overall accounts that Maurice
and Leonard offer are ordinally equivalent, no distinction can be made
between the two approaches based on whether they correctly mirror their
preference rankings. Thus, we must decide between the two proposed def24. See Fishburn 1988 for a survey of representation theorems for preferences that
violate the axioms of expected utility theory. Useful discussion can also be found in SII
of GBrdenfors and Sahlin 1988.
25. It might be objected that on the interpretive approach to preference and subjective
probabilities, perfect fit to the expected utility axioms for preference is not required for
the meaningful attribution of subjective probabilities; all that is needed is that the interpretation that provides the "best fit" (which might not fit all of a person's apparent
preferences) attributes preferences that conform to those axioms. It is true that interpretive approaches do not require perfect fit: a single intransitivity in a person's preferences can be ignored if that person's preferences otherwise adhere to the axioms.
However, I think it is an open question whether for some agents, axioms of preference
from one of the non-expected utility theories will provide the "best fit." (This cannot
be ruled out a priori; otherwise, the vast literature on non-expected utility theories
would be meaningless, which it is not. There is room for reasonable disagreement on
both the descriptive and normative appropriateness of expected utility theory.) Moreover, I want to leave open that the best interpretation will sometimes require one to
attribute degrees of belief to an agent that violate the probability axioms. If this is
possible, however, then there would have to be a way of specifying those degrees of
belief that does not depend on the standard representation theorems of expected utility
theory, since those theorems provide resources for specifying degrees of belief when
and only when the assumed preference axioms apply.
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initions based on their internal virtues. Moreover, since we are attempting
to defend a form of realism, we must appeal only to those virtues that are
arguably relevant to the truth26of the two theories (which according to
the realist might include things such as simplicity, elegance, fruitfulness,
scope, strength, consilience, and so on). I cannot of course address the
truth-relevance of such virtues here (other than to remark that if the reader
is skeptical about the truth-relevance of these "theoretical virtues," he or
she will have to be correspondingly skeptical about the defense of weak
realism about degrees of belief developed here), but it is possible to discuss
how such an argument could be developed. A weak realist might cite several considerations to justify a decision to accept the standard definition
of degree of belief in expected utility theory over Maurice's definition, such
as consilience (probability theory is well-established in mathematics, statistics, and economics), or simplicity or "naturalness7' (perhaps Maurice's
definition of degree of belief seems somewhat more complex or "contrived" than the standard one). The strong realist (who thinks of degrees
of belief, utilities, and preferences as illata-independently existing, interacting mental states) could adopt similar strategies to supplement the argument from the representation theorems, arguing that the top diagram
in Figure 2 is inherently superior (simpler, more natural, etc.) than the
bottom diagram. In either case, doing so requires going beyond a simple
appeal to Maurice's preferences and the Reality Principle. It requires that
the case for probabilisln be supplemented by an argument showing that
the standard definition of degree of belief is the simplest, most fruitful,
etc., of all alternative definitions, including Maurice's definition (believability rankings). Now, it seems to me that such a defense could possibly
be successful in the case of the particular alternative put forward by Maurice. Let us consider only one of the theoretical virtues, simplicity. Note
first that there are extra terms in the definitions of valuation and Maurice's
subadditivity axiom that are not present in the standard expected utility
forlnula and additivity axiom. While this lnay not seem like such a big
difference, it has fairly large effects on the complexity of other probabilistic concepts. For example, conditional believability rankings would be
related to unconditional believability rankings in a fairly colnplex way.
Rather than the simple ratio relationship we have with conditional probabilities (where pr(AIB) = pr(A & B)/pr(B)), conditional believability ranki n g ~would be fairly complex (specifically, b(A1B) = 9[(b(A & B) - 1)/
26. It is possible to construe someone as a "realist" who takes the "truth" of claims
about subjective probabilities as meaningful only within a particular linguistic framework that is adopted on pragmatic grounds (with choices between which is the "true"
framework being meaningless). (Compare this to Carnap's (1950) distinction between
"internal" and "external" ontological questions; more on this point below.)
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(b(B) - I)] + 1). Whether ~t would be the case that any alternative
definition of degree of belief would be more colnplex than probabilities,
and whether simplicity is indeed relevant to truth (as opposed to usefulness), I will leave open. The main point is clear enough, namely, that for
the realist the argument for probabilism from the representation theorems
is not complete but has to be supplemented by further arguments, such as
arguments of the sort just outlined showing the superiority of the standard
approach over other approaches that can also mirror the preference ordering~that conform to the axioms of expected utility theory.
Let us suppose that rather than arguing this way, the weak realist decides to take strategy (2), and argues that Maurice's definition of degree
of belief is not "significantly" different from the standard one in those
respects that are important to attributing degree of belief. One might point
out that Maurice's believability rankings are simply linear transformations
of Leonard's subjective probabilities, and argue that in the case of probabilities (like utilities and temperatures) this is a difference that makes no
difference. This approach colnlnits the weak realist to taking as real properties of Maurice's degrees of belief at most those properties that are common to both definitions of degree of belief. (This approach resembles the
one discussed earlier in which vague probabilities are defined in terms of
the properties that are common to all precise probability functions in a
person's representor, except that we are now applying the idea not just to
numerical values, but also formal axiomatic properties.) Since Maurice's
believability rankings are subadditive rather than additive, this would
commit the weak realist to the view that additivity (as defined earlier)
cannot be taken literally as a property common to all rational degrees of
belief (although having an additive representation could be). Instead, some
more general property would have to do. To pursue this strategy consistently, one would have to investigate the properties of all possible definitions of degree of belief that can, when combined in some way with some
representation of value, produce a function that is some order-preserving
transformation of EU, since Maurice's believability rankings are only olze
exavnple of a alternative quantitative definition of degree of belief that can
be formulated consistently with the axioms of expected utility theory.
Now, there are qualitative properties that subjective probabilities and alzy
such "believability rankings" would have to have in common.27We know
that if a person's preferences conform to the axioms of expected utility
theory, his degrees of belief can be represented as subjective probabilities.
We also know from the work of researchers such as Kraft, Pratt, and
Seidenberg (1959) and Chateauneuf and Jaffray (1984) that there are nec27. Surveys of qualitative theories of degree of belief can be found in Fine 1973 and
Fishburn 1986.
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essary and sufficient qualitative conditions for a probability ranking having a quantitative subjective probability representation. For example, let
2" mean "is more probable than" and >* "is no less probable than."
Then having an additive representation implies the following conditions,
among others.2s
Nontriviality. S >* 0,where S is the necessary event.
Nonnegativity. A >* 0,for all events A.
Asymmetry. If A >* B, then it is not the case that B >* A.
Transitivity. If A >* B and B >* C, then A >* C.
Monotonicity. If A logically implies B, B >* A.
Qualitative Additivity. If A >* B and (A U B) n C = 0,then (A U
C) >* (B U C).

Thus, the weak realist could propose that qualitative principles such as
these describe the literally true properties of rational degrees of belief.29
(Note that these all hold of Maurice's believability rankings, including
qualitative additivity.) According to this solution, people really have properties that can properly be called "degrees of belief," though these are
more abstract in nature than subjective probabilities, being purely qualitative.?O Some probabilists will perhaps regard this as a particularly tenuous form of realism, one that is perhaps not very far from antirealism.
Indeed, the view is antirealistic about quantitative subjective probabilities
per se (degrees of belief are not literally nonnegative, normalized, or additive, in the sense defined earlier, though we can represent them that way,
among others), while remaining realistic about degrees of belief in a more
abstract, qualitative sense. The concept of degree of belief on this strategy
becomes a purely ordinal notion (although it remains the case that rational
degrees of belief would always have a cardinal representation).
Thus, I would argue that though the argument from the representation
theorems, and the Reality Condition in particular, is incomplete and ques28. Chateauneuf and Jaffray assume a strong Archimedean condition that implies the
simpler conditions listed below. Their Archimedean condition can be stated as follows.
Let I, be the indicator function of X, and S the necessary event. Then a qualitative
probability on algebra A is Auchimedearz iff for every pair of events A, B with A >* B
there exists n(A,B) 2 1 such that (1) kI, - n(1, - I,) = C,(I,, - I,,) with k 2 0,
n 2 1, and i finite implies (2) kln > lln(A,B). Chateauneuf and Jaffray show that where
2* is a complete binary relation on a countable algebra, there exists a probability
measure p(-) agreeing with >* iff >* is Archimedean.
29. Of course, a full implementation of this strategy would still require a defense of the
Rationality Condition as well, a task that is beyond the scope of this paper.
30. So, on this view rational degrees of belief are not to be thought of as literally
"additive," in the quantitative sense, though they have an additive quantitative model
(subjective probabilities) that can be justifiably accepted on pragmatic grounds.
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tion-begging as originally stated, it could be strengthened by either supplementation (by showing that linking degrees of belief to preferences in
the standard way is superior to other ways of doing so) or reinterpretation
(by showing that there are properties that degrees of belief would have to
have however one chose to link degree of belief, utility, and preference),
without yielding to either antirealism or eliminativism about degrees of
belief.
In conclusion, I would like to address the issue of which of the probabilist views outlined above (antirealism, one of the two versions of weak
realism, or a version of strong realism) I regard as preferable. To begin
with, I regard the theory of subjective probability (and decision theory as
a whole) to be a precise and rigorous development of our folk psychological notions of (degree of) belief, (degree of) desire, confidence, and so on.
Although there are eliminativists with respect to folk psychology in general
(as well as for subjective probability and utility in particular), I would
agree with those who argue that our everyday folk psychological concepts
are indispensable to our concepts of personhood and agency (which
doesn't of course forbid us from developing them more precisely and rigorously, as in decision theory).?' For this reason, I regard the option of
antirealism about states such as belief and desire (including their rigorous
development in decision theory) as unattractive; though it could arguably
be reasonable for a person aware of the scientific evidence for atoms to
be an antirealist about them (e.g., if the person wants to limit his or her
ontological commitments as much as possible by believing only in the
empirical adequacy of theories about atoms), it seems unreasonable for a
person to be an antirealist about those very jeatures that contribute essentially toward rnaking hirn or her a person and agent (such as having beliefs,
desires, and other contentful mental states). Thus, I would argue that only
a form of realism about such mental states will do. Now, with respect to
probabilism, and the developed notions of subjective probability and utility, it seems to me that strong realism of the sort defined earlier is more
than a probabilist should commit himself to. I do not see any compelling
reason for probabilists to think of degrees of belief or utilities as illata
appearing as elements in a cognitive or colnputational system, in the manner of Figure 2. In fact, I would argue that quite the opposite is most likely
true. The much-discussed holism of belief-desire attribution (which applies
in the context of decision theory as in everyday folk psychology) lends
credence to the view that degrees of belief and desire are high-level abstract
properties that must be attributed to cognitive systems as a whole. If de31. The literature on the adequacy of folk psychology is huge, and I cannot begin to
discuss the matter here. See Horgan and Woodward 1985 for a good defense of the
indispensability of folk psychological concepts.
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grees of belief, desire, and preference were illata (as described by strong
realism), one should in principle be able to identify or conceive of them
in isolation (as one can conceive of an atom which makes up a body as
existing in isolation;32one cannot conceive of a body's center of gravity
existing apart from the body). Consequently, the relationship between degree of belief, desire, and preference would be wholly contingent; psychological investigation, not definition, would be the appropriate way of determining how they are related. However, I would submit that the
relationship is not contingent in this way: if someone claimed that they
believed p more strongly than not, preferred A to B, and also preferred
(B if p, A if not) to (A if p, B if not),31then their claim (or the attribution
of one of their preferences) would have to be wrong. For reasons such as
these, I would agree with Maher (and others) that "attributions of probability and utility [are] essentially a device for interpreting a person's preferences" (Maher 1993, 9).
What, then, about weak realism on strategy (I)? In this case, I would
argue that the "theoretical virtues" (simplicity, consilience, fruitfulness,
and so on) can only be epistemically relevant to one theory being Inore
likely than another when those two theories are not necessarily empirically
e q ~ i v a l e n t When
. ~ ~ two theories are necessarily empirically equivalent,
then adopting one or the other can only be justified on pragmatic grounds.
However, Maurice's and Leonard's self-descriptions necessarily account
for the same preferences equally
Consequently, I would opt for the
version of weak realism along the lines of strategy (2). People really have
degrees of belief, and so belief can be more or less intense, and should
(literally) have the qualitative properties stated earlier (such as being asymmetric, transitive, monotonic, and having the property of qualitative additivity in the sense defined above). Moreover, people should have degrees
of belief of a sort that can be represented by subjective probability func32. This is possible only if the atom is not in an "entangled" quantum state with other
atoms in the body.
33. This assumes that the person has no preference whether p obtains or not.
34. This is of course a claim that would take an entire paper to defend. In brief, I would
regard as worth consideration at least a justification of simplicity as epistemically relevant to the relative likelihood of theories on the grounds that simpler theories have
tended to be more successful empirically than complex ones; but this justification would
not hold if the two theories were necessarily empirically equivalent.
35. Note that this line of reasoning only applies in the context of weak realism. If degrees
of belief and desire and preference were psychologically distinct, as strong realism says,
and each had a distinct physical implementation, then it might be possible (in principle,
at least) to determine empirically how they are truly related (just as one could take
apart a modular design as represented in Figure 2 and figure out what each of its parts
is doing).
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tions. This is the realistic part of my view. I would hold further that we
are justified in accepting (in a sense analogous to van Fraassen's) expected
utility theory, of which quantitative subjective probability theory is a part,
as a model of opinion, value, and decision, on the grounds that it is well
established, elegant, simple, etc. This is the antirealistic part of my position. Subjective probability theory on this view constitutes a useful and
compelling model of rational degrees of belief, but not every feature of
subjective probabilities can justifiably be understood in the strongly realistic manner of Figure 2. Subjective probabilities "exist" (in the sense that
attributions of subjective probabilities to people are acceptable36if their
preferences conform to the axioms of expected utility theory), but only
relative to a decision to adopt the usual expected utility framework over
other logically possible quantitative frameworks that can also represent
preferences of the sort consistent with the axioms of expected utility theory
(such as Maurice's alternative proposal). This decision is not wholly justified by the representation theorems alone, but in part on pragmatic or
conventional
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